The surface activity of pulmonary surfactant from diving mammals.
Pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) have developed a specialised respiratory system to cope with living in a marine environment. They have a highly reinforced lung that can completely collapse and reinflate during diving without any apparent side effects. These animals may also have a specialised surfactant system to augment the morphological adaptations. The surface activity of surfactant from four species of pinniped (California sea lion, Northern elephant seal, Northern fur seal and Ringed seal) was measured using a captive bubble surfactometer (CBS), and compared to two terrestrial species (sheep and cow). The surfactant of Northern elephant seal, Northern fur seal and Ringed seal was unable to reduce surface tension (gamma) to normal levels after 5 min adsorption (61.2, 36.7, and 46.2 +/- 1.7 mN/m, respectively), but California sea lion was able to reach the levels of the cow and sheep (23.4 mN/m for California sea lion, 21.6 +/- 0.3 and 23.0 +/- 1.5 mN/m for cow and sheep, respectively). All pinnipeds were also unable to obtain the very low gamma(min) achieved by cow (1.4 +/- 0.1 mN/m) and sheep (1.5 +/- 0.4 mN/m). These results suggest that reducing surface tension to very low values is not the primary function of surfactant in pinnipeds as it is in terrestrial mammals, but that an anti-adhesive surfactant is more important to enable the lungs to reopen following collapse during deep diving.